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The files contain a unique FFID, range (in kilometers), and
reduced travel time (in seconds), reduced by 6 km/s.  Zero
travel time corresponds to the shottime.  The files only
contain picks of the first arrivals.

These files were picked from SEGY formatted common receiver
gathers recorded during the acquisition of EDGE 1989 Marine
Airgun Lines in the Cook Inlet region of Southern Alaska
using USGS Five-Day Recorders (see Brocher, T.M., and M.J.
Moses, 1993, Onshore-offshore wide-angle seismic recordings
of the 1989 Alaskan EDGE profile: Five-day recorder data,
U.S. Geological Survey Open-file Report 93-238, 25 pp.).

The travel times for the first arrivals were picked in 19
September 2001 using ProMax; the first arrival picks were
initially saved in ProMax format with FFID, range (in
meters), and travel time (in millisecond) reduced to 8
km/s, with an offset of 4000 milliseconds.  The picks were
made from a single DLT containing all the SEGY record
sections made by Mike Moses in 1989 and 1990. I attempted
to make picks for all traces for which the signal-to-noise
was large enough.

A unique FFID was assigned to every shot in the complete
shot time file for the entire EDGE 1989 Cook Inlet survey.

Line FFID Range

301/302     890001-899029
303 99001-99657

Lines 301 and 302 were acquired with a small overlap to
insure full fold coverage were they intersected. For the
wide-angle gathers, we merged Lines 301 and 302 where they
intersected.  We omitted the short tailspreads used to
insure full fold coverage.

Line 301 FFIDs 1-5222 = new FFID 890001-895222
Line 302 FFIDs 93-3549 = new FFID 895223-899029



At the time that the original SEGY files were created by
Mike Moses, no null traces were inserted for missing shots
on the tapes, thus the original FFID range for each common
receiver gather was not always complete.  For most lines at
most receivers, however, there were no missing shots in the
original SEGY files. For each incomplete gather, I compared
the ranges versus picked FFID number versus files
containing FFID and recalculated ranges.  Missing FFIDs
were identified and inserted. I believe that this procedure
allows the true trace FFID to be calculated to within a few
traces (say <200 meter error).

Travel time picks were made for two stations in the Cook
Inlet area.

Station Longitude Latitude  Elevation (m)

Tutka Bay         -146.807333  60.893917  0.00
Gore Lake         -148.209333  60.752667  0.00

FILES:

xxx301piks.xcl  - excel files containing the first arrival
travel time picks for each station for line 301 and 302
(xxx = station name, TUT or GORE)

xxx303piks.xcl  - excel files containing the first arrival
travel time picks for each station for line 301 and 302
(xxx = station name, TUT or GORE)

EDGE Station Locations.xcl - excel file containing the
latitude, longitude, and elevation for each station (this
information also provided above)

301/302locations.xcl - excel file containing the FFID,
latitude, longitude, elevation for each airgun shot on line
301 and 302

303locations.xcl - excel file containing the FFID,
latitude, longitude, elevation for each airgun shot on line
303

EDGE Station Locations
Lat Long elev., m lat lat long long

EDGE-1 Tut 59.4612
32

151.407
203

0.0 59 27.6739 151 24.4322

EDGE-3 Gore 59.2362
32

150.966
808

0.0 59 14.1739 150 58.0085
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